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Abstract. Reconstruction of potential ultra-high-energy (UHE) neutrino events at the
Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is complicated by the variable index of refraction of South
Pole ice, leading to curved radio signal paths from the interaction vertex. Using a spline
table framework for fast raytracing approximation, we perform a GPU-accelerated interferometric reconstruction of the event vertex. We also demonstrate how use of both
direct and reflected/refracted radio signals can allow reconstruction of the distance to the
interaction vertex, an important step towards neutrino energy reconstruction.

1 Introduction
The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is an ultra-high-energy neutrino detector under construction at the
South Pole [1]. Five detector stations search for the broadband radio-frequency Askaryan emission
from neutrino interactions in the ice. Each station consists of a cluster of vertically- and horizontallypolarized antennas deployed in dry boreholes up to 200m deep in the ice.
Reconstruction of the position of the neutrino interaction vertex is the first step in the determination of neutrino energy and direction. The direction from the detector station to the interaction vertex
can be reconstructed from the radio pulse arrival times at the antennas. This direction is di↵erent
from the incoming neutrino direction because of the Cherenkov cone geometry of the Askaryan emission. Because the density of the ice decreases in the transition to the compacted snow “firn” region
at the surface, radio signal paths are not straight lines and can also reflect or refract o↵ the surface,
meaning the pulse can possibly be received twice (Fig. 1). If observed, the second pulse provides
additional information that can be used in vertex reconstruction. More realistic firn models including
discontinuities and layering introduce more propagation modes [2]; these are not considered here.

2 Interferometric Event Reconstruction
An accurate neutrino interaction vertex reconstruction requires arrival times of the radio signals at
the antennas that take into account the curved paths through the ice. A full raytracing calculation
from a large number of hypothesized vertices can be prohibitively slow, so we have developed an
approximation technique that uses precalculated raytracing tables interpolated with multi-dimensional
B-splines [3]. To reconstruct the direction from the station to the neutrino interaction vertex, we form
an interferometric skymap of the total cross-correlation of pairs of antenna waveforms, given the
arrival time di↵erences at each pair from the spline lookup. The reconstruction has been parallelized
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